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DETER1"LINATION OF THE VIERATIONAL 
LIFETIME OF CAFBON MONOXIDE 
BY THE PECTROPHONE METHOD 

INTRODUCT ION 

In recent year3 much 1ntcret hcs been shown in the 

ana1ysi of shock and detonation waves, reactions In 

f1'ì.mes, equilibration in rocket exhaust Eases, and other 

rand proceßseß which result in departures from the 

oltzmann energy distribution. ihe analysis of such 

relaxation processes in eases provides a technique for the 

investiEation of the mechanism of niolecular collisions. 

hen a as is compressed adiabatically, the initial 

excess of translational energy is redistributed to the 

vibrational and rotational deErees of freedom. This 

process of redistribution is very rapid)-. However, if the 

adiabatic compression takes place over a short enough time 

interval, the process of conversion of translational energy 

into internal energy of vibration and rotation villi not be 

able to keep pace. 

In 1904 Jeans (17,p.374) pointed out that just such 

a rapid adiabatic compression takes place in the propaga- 
t ion of a sound wave in a gas. He prod icted that at 

1 room temperature and atmospheric pressure equilibra- 
tion of vibrational and trans1atonal energy generally 
takes place in about i5 to 10° seconds, while the 
rotational to translational energy transfer is even more 
rapid (generally of the order of 1O seconds). 



sufriciently high frequencies where the mechanism of 

energy redistribution fails, the higher vibrational and 

rotational states should become virtually inaccessible, 

Hence there should be an apparent decrease in the heat 

capacity resultin in an incre.se in the velocity of sound. 

In 1928 Herzfold and Rice (15), usinc an arEurnent 

similar to that of Jeans, developed dispersion and 

absorption formula which offered an explanation of the 

dispersion at supersonic frequencies which had been 

observed by Iierce (30) in carbon dioxide and a possible 

explanation for the hiEh absorption in air which had been 

observed by Nakiepajew (28). Herzfeld and Rice included 

a time constant, T , the reciprocal of which is a measure 

of the rate of exchange of energy between trans1tional 

and internal decrees of freedom. 

Immediately followinE the work of Herzfeld and 

Rice, BourEin (5-7) wrote a very complete theory for the 

propaEat ion of so und in Eases usinE quantum statistical 

rather than classical thermodynamic methods. 

In 1931 íneser (20) renewed interest in the subject 

by reporting a series of measurements on carbon dioxide. 

The theoretical part of Kneser's work was modeled after a 

treatise by Einstein (10) on the propaEation of sound in 

a partially dissociated as and led to convenient equa- 

tions for calculatinE' the velocity end absorption of sound 
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in a disperîve gas. Those equations were eoentia11y the 

saine as those obtained earlier by Iierzfeld and hice. 

KneEer' s theoretical work was 1oi1oed inimediately by an 

experimental study (19) of the velocity of sound in carbon 

dioxide which gave results in good agreement with his 

dispersion formula. 

ineser's theoretical treatment was made more 

rigorous by Rutgers (36) who followed instein even more 

closely. Additional theoretical studies were made by 

Henry (14) and by Richards (32). 

In 1936 Landau and Teller (23) generalizad the 

results of neser's argument. This was refined somewhat 

by Bethe and Teller in 1940 (4). 

2ener (53;54) in 1931 developed a general theory 

of the collision process. He considered a one-dimensional 

model in which the molecules are taken a rotationless and 

approach each other along a straight line. This motion is 

described in terms of the distance between the centers of 

mass of the collision pair and their normal vibrational 

coordinates. A potential function of the form V(r) Aear 

was assumed; where r is the distance between the colliding 

atoms. Zener calculated a value of 6 x io7 for the 

probability of a vibrational energy jump taking place in 

the nitrogen molecule as a result of its collision ;ith a 

helium atom which approaches it along its axis. This is 
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taken as an upper limit to the probability for the three- 

dimensional problem since Zener considered the most. 

favorable direction of approach for bringing about the 

inelastic collision. 

3chwartz, lawsky and Herzfeld (38) have recently 

extended Zener's method to include the more complex relaxa- 

tion processes in polyatomic eases and as mixtures. !he 

have attempted to explain the Ereat effect which some 

impurities have in shorteninE the relaxation time either 

on the basis of their low mase axìd resultant high velocity 

or by 'near resonancet' transfers in which enerry can be 

amone two or more vibrational deErees of freedom 

with a consequent decrease in the amount of energy ex- 

chanEed with translation. A similar "near resonance" 

effect was discussed by ratat and Bartholom (29) in 

connection with the reaction kinetics of certain gas mix- 

tures. They pointed out that gas mixtures, for hich a 

transfer of enery between vibrational decrees of freedom 

is easy, promote reaction. 

Curtiss and Adler (9) have applied Zener's method 

of approximation to the three-dimensional col].ision of a 

non-spherical molecule and an atom. However, they made no 

actual evsluation of the probabilities obtained, 

i.idom and Bauer (49) have also applied Zener's 

method to the three-dimensional case and have discussed 



the carbon dioxide--:ater system on the basis of their 

result3. 

ÁlthouEh most of the experimental data concerninE 

the relaxation times of eases and as mixtures were 

obtained from velocIty of sound measurements, several 

other methods have been used. 

Kantrowitz (18) in 1946, introduced a method of 

determining relaxation times based on the analysis of 

steady gaseous flow through an orifice. He reported 

measurements on carbon dioxide usine this method and later 

with Huber (16) described experiments on several other 

E:aSeS, Griffith (13) has measured relaxation times for 

seventeen eases uain a sinl1ar method, Jiere comparIson 

i possible, his results are in rood aEreement ':i.th sound 

dispersion data. 

Teremin and Neu!min (42) have determined the life- 

time of a quantum of vibrational energy in the 4.3 micron 

band of carbon dioxide usinE a as discharEe method. 

In 1946 CorelIk (12) suggested the use of a spectro- 

phone for relaxation time measurements. The term "spectro- 

phone" was roposed in 1881 by Bell (3) who had given this 

name to his instrument for investiEation of infrared 

spectra based on the optic-acoustical effect. This effect 

results when sound is produced by the absorit ion of inter- 

rupted 1iht by a sas. It was discovered by Bell and 
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Tainter (1;2) in 1880 and was studied soon afterwrd by 

ïi.ercadier (26), Tyndall (43), Rnteen (33;314) and Preece 

(31). 

The effect apparently was forgotten until 1938 when 

Veinerov (44.-48) renewed interest in it ith an extensive 

series of experiments on the use of the infrared sçectro- 

phone for qualitative and quantitative analysis of ras 

mixtures. tinco then there has been much interest in 

this method of as analysis (11;24;25;37;50,p.55;51) and 

it is now widely used in industry2. 

In 1948 lobodskaya (39), followinE Gorelik's 

suEestion, adapted Veirierov's spectrophone for the 

measurement of the rate of transformation of molecular 

vibrational ener into translational enerEy. 3lobodskaya 

determined the lifetimes of the excited vibrational state 

for the three absorrtion bands 

4.3 and 14.8 microns. He also 

dependence of this lifetime in 

with air and demonstrated that 

in quenching the excited state 

molecules. 5lobodskaya's expe. 

of carbon dioxide at 2.7, 

studied the pressure 

mixtures of carbon dioxide 

air had much less influence 

than did the carbon dioxide 

riment was later analyzed 

2 Industrial instruments based on the spectrophone prin- 
ciple are manufactured by Leeds and Northrup Company, 
ihiladelphia, a., ine 3afety Appliances Company, £itts- 

burgh, .a., and The Perkin-i±lmer Corporation, Glenbrook, 
Connecticut. 
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theoretically by Stepanov and C1r1n (40). 

then either the sound dtsperßion method or the 

flow niethod is ußed for invest1gatin the v1hrtiona1 

relaxation processes in po1ytomic aae or as rnixture, 

it is u3ually very difficult and often impossible to 

seprate the effects due to the various modes of vibra- 

tion. Ori the other hand, usine Elobodakaya's method it is 

possible to measure separate relaxation times for the 

various vibrational modes merely by choosing the wavelength 

of the infrared li1-it to correspond to the vibrational 

frequency of the mode beinE studied. Thus it appears 

that this latter method should be more Eenerally useful as 

a means of investlEatinE the separate relaxation processes 

:Ln more complex systems. 

The work about to be described was undertaken with 

the followinE objectives in mind: (a) the design and 

construction of pn instrument based on the spectrophone 

principle and utilizinE improved electronic techniques, 

(b) a repetition of 3lobodskaya1s experiments on carbon 

dioxide as a means of checkin the reliability of the 

method, and (e) a study of another gaseous system which 

would lend itself more readily to a theoretical treatment. 

Tuis last consideration sugEests a diatomic e-as, and, 

furthermore, since the method requires that the as be 

it.frared-active, the diatomic molecules must of course be 



heteroriuclear. Since heteronuclear diatonaic molecules 

have but one fundamental vibrational frequency, it then 

becomes unnecessary to uso monochromatic infrared uf ht. 

in order to keep the experimental difficulties to a 

minimum, it seemed desirable to avoid cases which tend to 

corrode the metal, class, etc., of the apparatus as well 

as those in which reactions of polymerization or decompo- 

sition can take place. 

After consideration of the above conditions, carbon 

m-'noxide was chosen for investlEation in this work. 

dditional interest in carbon monoxide arose from Schwartz, 

3lawsky and Herzfeld's suestion (38) on the basis of 

t.heir theoretical work, that the system carbon monoxide-- 

nitrocen should exhibit the "near resonance" transfer 

uffect mentioned earlier. Thus a study of the relative 

E)ffoctiveness of nitrocen (as compared with a monatomic 

;as such as arEon) in quenching vibrational excitation in 

carbon monoxide was undertaken. 



AE PARAT US 

The apparatus which was 'built for this work is 

similar in principle to Slobodskaya's modification of the 

infrared spectrophone of VeinEerov. Siobodskaya's instru- 

nient consisted essentially of a source of monochromatic 

inrrared 1iht, a mechanical chopper for modu1atin the 

li-ht beam at a convenient audio frequency, a cell con- 

tainin a microphone and the as beine investiEated, and 

a device for measurin the phase an6le between the niodu- 

lated lieht beam and the voltage output of' the microphone. 

It was hoped that for this work the optical system, 
including globar source and prism monochroriìtor, of a 

Perkin-flmer fiodel 12C Infrared )pectrometer could be used 

as the nucleus of a spectrophone. A chopper disc was 

mounted in front of the lobar to modulate the light at a 

frequency of 6CC cycles per second and the spectrophone 

cell was placed in the light beam at a point just beyo 

the monochromator exit slit. The cell was designed so 

that the light beam would pass into the cell through a 

potassium bromide window, through the cell y: ithout touch- 

ing its walls, and out through another potassium bromide 

window. A small crystal microphone3 was mounted in a side 

3 Turner HA-12, manufactured by .Erush Llectronics Company, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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wall of the cell. A standard taper joint was connected 

at the top of the cell to a tube tLrouh which gases could 

be introduced. The microphone was connected to the 

preamplifier aiid tuned amphI 1er described on pase 31 

and the output of the tuned amplifier observed on an 

osdlllocope. 

ith carbon dioxide at a pressure of one atmosphere 

in the cell and the monochromator set at 2349.3 crn.-, a 

siìal was just detectable above the noise level, oven at 

shitwldth settinßs lar',e enouh to include the entIre 

bsorpt ion band. 

Since absorption of the liìt be atmospheric carbon 

dioxide before it reached the cell could account in part 

for the low signal levea, nitrous oxide at a pressure of 

one atmosphere was sUbstitUted for carbon dioxide in the 

cell. Somewhat stronger siEnals were observed for th the 

1285.0 cm. and the 2223.5 cm.- bands. However, the 

signal level was still too low at reduced as pressures. 

In fact when the pressure of nitrous oxido was reduced to 

around 50 centimeters, no alEnal was detectable. Since in 

order to obtain a larEe enouEh chante in relaxation time it 
would be necessary to work with pressures as low as one 

centinetor or less, it was decided that an improvement in 

ainal stren'th of at least one order of maEnitude would 

have to be made. Therefore, the idea of usinE the 



Perkin-Elmer source and opt 1c1 system was abandoned and 

the construction of an entirely independent optical system 

was undertaken. 

The completed spectrophone is pictured. in FiCures 

i and 2 and its block diaEram is shown in FlEure 3. Infra- 

red lieht rrom the alobar or carbon arc source (A) is 

focused on the chopper disc () by a 'first-surface 

spherical mirror (C). The chopper disc is made of 'plexi- 
lass, and will interrupt only the infrared component of 

the light radiation. An iris diaphran (D) controls the 
size of the liEht beam and in some cases a filter system 

(E) is used to isolate a particular region of the infrared 

spectrum. Iiht from a small 6-watt light bulb (F) is 

reflected by a mirror (G) mounted in the center of the 

chopper disc so that it strikes a phototube (H), producing 

an electrical pulse with each revolution of the chopper. 

These pulses are shaped and then used to trìer the 
oscilloscope sweep and to cate oscillators which provide 

marker pips. 

The infrared li[ht, after beinE chopped at its 

focal point at 600 cycles per second by the chopper disc, 
enters the spectrophone cell. Here it is absorbed by the 

infrared active as molecules in the cell. The sound 

produced behind the modulated lieht by a phase ancle 
which is a function of the mean free path of the as 
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FIGURE 2 THE INFRARED SPEC TROPHONE 
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mo1ecule and their effective relaxation time. The sound 

wave i detected by the microphone in the cell. The out- 

put voltaEe of the microphone is amplified by a preampli- 

fier and a tuned audio amplifier, formed into pips, mixed 

with the marker pips in V2 and Vi3, and passed to the 

vcrtical input of an oscilloscope. 

The position of the spectrophone pip on the time 

base is then s. relatIve measure of the effective relaxa- 

tion time of the Easeous system beine investlEated. A 

more detailed description of the instrument follows below. 

LIGHT SOURCE 

The source of infrared lieht for much of this work 

was an electrically heated Elobc.r4. The globar was mounted 

horizontally between two brass electrodes as shown in 

Figure 4. These electrodes were made quite massive and 

provided with fins so that sufficient coolinE could be 

obtained without uin a water-jacket. lower for the 

Elobar was obtained from a rectifier which supplied appro- 

ximotely 80 volts of direct current. A ballast resistor5 

was connected in series as shown in Figure 5. dIrect 

4 'Clobar" Is the trade name for a silicon carbide rod 
manufactured by the Carborundum Company, NiaEara Falls, 
New York. 

5 25 ampere resistor manufactured by Bausch and Lomb 
Optical Company, ochester, New York. 



FIGURE 4. GLOBAR ASSELY 
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current meter wa connected so that both current and 

VOitaíe could be Lieasured. In the circuit shown the meter 

reads 30 amperes or 90 volts full scale. In normal oiera- 

tion the ballast resistor is set at. number one and the 

alobar draws approximately 10 amperes. Under these con- 

Jtions the color temperature of the lobar is atout 1450° 

centirado and its average lifetime is about ten hours. 

In some of the work the crater of a carbon arc was 

used as the source of infrared light. The arc which was 

first constructed for this work is similar to that of 

Rupert and Strong (35) arid is pictured with the cover 

removed in FIgure 6. The anode is mounted horizontally, 

its crater serving as the source of infrared light. J3oth 

electrodes are mounted so that they can be advanced either 

manually or automatically as they burn. One-half inch 

diameter cored carbon rods6 ar used for both electrodese 

In normal operation the arc draws approximately 25 amperes 

at 75 volts. V.hen the arc is first struck, sputtering 

occurs until the electrodes have reached proper operating 

temperature. Then the arc should operate quite steadily 
provided the electrodes are advanced at the proper rate. 
A large choke connected in series with the arc made no 

apparent improvement in its stability. 

6 hanufactured by Lecker Brothers Carbon Company, Cicero, 
Illinois. 
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.1thouh the arc is several times more intense 

then the &lobar (particularly in the near-infrared region 

of' the spectrum), it is inherently much less stable. For 

this reson and because of a certain amount of incon- 

venience in its operation, the alobar was used for most 

of the earlier work. 

Later a small carbon arc lamp was obtained. This 

lamp utilizes 1/4-inch diameter cored carbon rods and was 

manufactured by E. Leitz-etzler. It was operated at 

approximately 15 amperes of direct current. 

An 8-inch diameter spherical first-surface mirror 

havinE a focal lonEth of approximately 6 inches is used 

to focus the infrared 1i&ht. This mirror was made by 

evaporating aluminum ori the face of a second-surface 

mirror obtained from the Lancaster Lens Company, Lancaster, 

kennsylvania. The 1iht is passed throurh an iris 

diaphrai and brouElit to focus at the chopper disc. The 

iris diaphrai niaLes it possible to vary the cross- 

sectional area of the 1iht beam. This is particularly 

important when the carbon arc is used as the lieht ,urce 

because the iris di.aphram can be adjusted to mask out 

the frin?es of the arc crater, thus minimizing the effect 

of arc instability. 
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CHOPPER DISC AS'3ikBLY 

The infrared 1i:ht beani is chopped at a frequency 

of 600 cycles per second by the "p1exi1ass' disc shown in 

Figure 7. The disc was made of plexiElass because this 
material is transparent in the visible reElon of the 

spectrum and opaque in the infrared. The absorrtion spec- 

trum of p1exi1ass (Figure 8) shows that it cuts off in 

the reEion between 1.3 and 2.1 microns. Since the 

spectrophone system only responds to modulated 1it, the 

plexi.lass disc tends to reduce the effect of the visible 

component of the light source. 

chopper disc was machined to 0,0002 inches in 

an effort to keep the chopping frequency constant. Thus 

phase shifts which occur in the electronic system due to 

variations in frequency can be kept to a minimum. Varia- 

tion of phase with frequency is pat1cu1ar1y serious in 

the tuned amplifier. 
r]le motor used is a Cyclohxn SC-2922 1800 rpm 

capacitor synchronous motor7. The hub of the chopper disc 

was machined to a press fit on the motor shaft end the 

disc was carefully balanced to reduce wobble to a minimum. 

A small piece of polished sheet aluminum was mounted 

in the center of the disc and adjusted so that once each 

7 Motor obtained from Howard Industries, Inc., Racine, 
Wisconsin. 
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revolution of the dise it shines liht from a 6-watt 
liht bulb (F, Fiure 3) onto a phototube (U). Thu3 the 

phototube produces an electrical pulse which is exactly 

synchronized with the rotation of the chopper disc. 

SPECTROPHONE CELLS 

The spectrophone cell described briefly on pase 9 

proved to he inipractical because exposure of the crystal 
microphone to reduced pressure resulted in a serious loss 

in its sensitivity. ihis was believed to he due to 

partial dehydration of the Rochelle Salt element. Thus 

a cell had to be desiEned in which the microphone was not 

placed within the chaniber. Otherwise some other type 

of mechanical-electrical transducer had to be used. 

Also, in the first cell the amount of enerr 

absorbed and, therefore, the strength of the spectrophone 

siEnal was dependent upon the pressure of infrared-active 

as in the cell. ince it was desired to carry out 

exteriments over wide cressure ranges and work with stE- 
nais of approxim9teiy the saine amplitude over the entire 
rance, the pressure dependence of the siEnal strenEth was 

very undesirable. 

In an attempt to eliminate the above difficulties, 

the cell shown in Fiure 10 was designed. The gas chamber 

is l-1/16 inches in diameter and three inches lonE. The 

microphone chamber is separated from the as chamber by a 



FIGURE 9 

SPECTROPHONE CELL, MODEL I 
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FIGURE 10. SFECTROPHONE CELL, MODEL II 
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diaphraEm of 0.001-inch aluminum foil. The walls of the 

Eas chuiìber bave been Eold tlated and polished so that 

most of the infrared 1iht which enters through the 

potassiuni bromide window is reflected until it is absorbed 

by the sas. Thus signal amplitude Is essentially iride- 

pendent of the partial pressure of infrared-active gas. 

However, since the aluminum diaphragm fors one wall of 

the gas chamber, the total gas pressure in this chamber 

must be adjusted to atmospheric pressure. Otherïise the 

pressure difference ori the two sides of the diaphragm load 

it so that it cannot follow the pressure variations due to 

the effect being studied. 

Three tubes connect the gas chamber with the 

chamber above. These can be adjusted in length so that 
the gas chamber can be made to resonate at the frequency 

of the sound wave being dotecteJ. by the microphone. Thus 

a five-fold or more increase in signal strength can he 

obtained, if necessary, by tuning to resonance. The 

center tube is connected to the bellows on the top of the 

cell (Figure io) so that it can be tuned with the upper 

portion of the cell in place. The cell is connected to a 

vacuuu system throuEh the Housekeeper seal and ball joint 

as shown in the figure. 
The operation of this cell as a Heimholtz resonator 

was quite effective in increasing signal strength. 



However, a very serious phase shift problem arose as a 

result. This was attributed to chanEes In the resonant 

frequency of the cell due to the dependence of the veloci- 

ty of sound on the composition of the gaseous system. 

A third cell was later constructed (FlEure 11) which 

was modeled after the cell described by 3lobodskaya. Its 

Eas chamber is three Inches lOflE and one inch in diameter. 

In this cell the microphone is mounted on the side of the 

cylindrical as chamber, i.e., with the microphone dia- 

phran parallel to the axis of the cylinder. Here the 

aluminum foil dIaphragm was aain used to Isolate the as 

chamber from the microphone. Of course ith this coil, 

as with iodel I, siEnal strenEth falls off more rapidly at 

reduced partial pressures of the infrared-active as. 

This cell was not desiEned so that It could be tuned to 

resonance. 

For some of the earlier work an electro-dynamic 

microphone8 was used because of its ruEgedness. However, 

it was later replaced by a crystal microphone of the type 

used previously (footnote 3, pa,e 9), because the crystal 

microphone is apjroximately three times more sensitive. 

A comparison of the characteristics of' several comner- 

cially available microphones is made in Table I. 

8 Model 5105, Shure rothers, Chicaflo, Illinois. 



FIGURE 11. SPECTROPHONE GELL, MODEL III 
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TABLE I 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CO1MERC IAL MICROPHONES 

Frequency 
Range 
(cycles! 

3ensitivitv 
Çvolts_cm) 

Bandwidth 
(cycles/ 

Noise 
Level 

Type second) dyne second) volts) 
Crystal 1CC-1000 5620 1 0.3 
(Turner riA-12) 

io 30 

Dynamic 100-7000 2400 1 0.025 
(Shure 5105) 

2.5 

Condenser9 50-1000 3555 1 0.05-0.4 
(WE-64O-A) 

1O -4o 

Condenser3-° 50-1000 3555 1 0.0008 
(WE-640-AA) 

10 0.08 

9 In conventional circuit. 
10 In radio-frequency circuit of Zaa1bor van Zelat (52). 
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ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 

The preamplifier (see Fiure 12) used to amplify 

the microphone output was placed beside the celi so that 

the leads in the input circuit could be kept as short as 

possible. A type 1620 tube was used in the first stase. 

This tube has characteristics identical with the type 6J7, 

but has a lower noise level. The output o the first 

sta;e was connected to a 6J6 cathode follower to provide 

a low-impedance output. Thus the preamplifier could be 

connected to the main amplifier throuEh a fairly 1on 

cable without serious attenuation of the sina1. The 

voltage gain of the preamplifier is about 200 tiuies. 
The main amplifier was modeled after the tuned 

amrlif 1er of Kulper, 1lson and Cashman (21). The values 
of the components were modified for 600 cycle operation. 

Following the gain control in the input circuit of 

the main amplifier (see Figure 14), a buffer amplifier, 

consisting of a tx'iode-connocted 6SJ7 tube, is employed 

(V3). This stage has a gain of about 15 times with the 
gain control at its maximum position and serves principal- 
ly to isolate the selective section from the gain control 
in order to insure that the selectivity will not be a 

function of the gain setting. 

The selective section of the main amplifier con- 

sists of the L-C parallel-resonant circuit and two stages 
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of hiEh-.'ain pentocie-connected 63J7 tubes (114, V5), which 

are heavily degenerated, for high stability, by means of 

an inverse feed-back network connected into the 200 ohm 

cathode resistor of the first pentode 63J7. The L-C 

circuit provides the selectivity, and by means of the 

50,0CC 01-IlL bandwidth control, the eftective Q of this L-C 

circuit can be varied. As this control is advanced, 

positive feed-back is increased across the L-C combina- 

fon. This is equivalent to loading the I-C circuit with 

a controllable negative resistance and thus enables the 

inherent selectivity of the circuit to be increased. How- 

ever, when it is increased to a certain point (hanthridth 

settin at approximately 8.5), the circuit will E° into 

oscillation. Maximum selectivity is obtained just below 

this. At a settinE of 8.0 the total bandwidth is about 

four cycles per second theasured 3 decibels below the peak. 

At this sett the Eain of the selective section at 600 

cycles per second is about io times. This provides a 

maximum overall voltae eain from the microphone to the 

output of the selective 

t imes. 

;ith a bandwidth 

frequency of 600 cycles 

maximum selectivity is 

an estimate can be made 

sectionof 200x15x104 3x107 

of four cycles at a resonant 

per second, the effective at 

approximately 150. From this flEure 

of the variation of phase shift 



with frequency. In order to obtain a stability on the 

time base of within 5 nLicroseconds, the phase shift at 

600 cycles per second must be hold to ± 5 x 360 x 600 x 

ì-6 ± 2.16°. ith 150, the frequency must then be 

held to 600 ± 0.08 cycles per second. 

The output of the cain amplifier IB available at 

jacks on the front panel so that the sîna1 level can be 

monitored with a vacuum tube voltmeter. The siExial from 

the tuned amplifIer is then amplified, limited and dif- 
ferentiated. The negative pipe are removed by the diode 

V11 before the sigial is mixed with marker pipa in the 

6T7 mixer. The output of the mixer is connected to the 

input of the vertical amplifier of the oscilloscope. 

The pulse produced by the phototube is passed 

throuEl-i an R-C eouplin network to a 6EJ7 amplifier 

(Figure 13). This way the phototube is sensitive only to 

modulated light. This signal is then amplified, limited 

and differentiated. The posItive pipa are used to triEger 
the oscilloscope sweep and, after clamping with diode 

V20, to gate either a 10 kilocycle or a 100 kIlocycle 

oscillator as selected by the switch. The output of the 

gated oscillators is formed into pipe by the subsequent 

stages and mixed with the spectrophone pips in the 67 

mixer. The gated oscillators provide markers at 100 

microsecond and ten microsecond intervals. The output of 
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the oscillators is availehle t test jacks so that cali- 

bration by zero-betin a secondary freauency standard is 

possible. 

'3hortly after the construction of these oscilla- 

tors, they were set (usinp the trimuer condensers in their 

tuned circuits) to the desired frequency by observing the 

Lissajous patterns produced on an oscilloscope with a ten 

kilocycle crystal oscillator. A frequency check made 

several months later by the ssine method indicated thet the 
oscillators are stable to within 10 cycles per second. 

This, of course, is well within experimental error. 

The entire electronic system, with the exception of 

the preamplifier, and the phototube and its amplifier, was 

mounted in a standard 19-inch table rack (Figure 1). 
Plate and heater voltages for the preamplifier, main 

amplifier, phototube and its amplifier and the two marker 

oscillators were provided by a Lambda, Model 2, regulated 

power supp1y. An additional power supply uti1izin two 

0D3 voltage reElilator tubes was built to provide power for 
the rest of the system. 

i)ue to the very hiEh sain of the amplification 
system, 60-cycle pick-up presented a serious problem. 

11 £anufactured by Lambda Electronics Corporation, Corona, 
New York. 
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ach chassis was connected to a water çipe with 1/2-inch 

tinned cop:er braid. Grounding the frame of' the chopper 

motor was very effective in reducing 60-cycle pickup. 

Heater connections in the main amplifier were made with 

shielded twisted-pair and all coup1in- and by-pass con- 

densers were shielded with braid. All ground connections 

in the main amplifier were made to a common buss, 

Temporary operation of the heaters of all tubes in trie 

preamplifier and main amplifier on direct current made no 

noticeable reduction in 60-cycle pickup. 

VACUUÌ"l 3YT 

Connected to the spectrophone cell is a vacuum 

system consiStinE essentially of mercury and dibutyl- 

phthalate manometers, and a cold trap through which the 

pases re introduced. Another cold trap is used ahead of 

the Cenco Hyvac" pump which is used to evacuate the 

system. toy balloon is included in the line to each 

ae cylinder to take up any sudden surges of pressure 

which might be produced when a cylinder valve is "cracked". 

All stopcocks in the system are eouipped with spring 

pressure-adaptors to prevent their beinE blown open when 

the pressure in the system exceeds one atmosphere. 



EXPER ThENTA1 PROCEDURE 

Lefore each period of' oreration the vacuum pump 

was turned on and the syßtern evacuated to less than 0.1 

millimeters of mercury for about an hour, with dry ice-- 

acetone mixtures surroundinE the cold traps. The mac- 

tive (arEon or nitrogen) was then introduced slowly 

through the cold trap to a pressure of one atmosphere; 

the systexr was then evacuated again. This tf1ushingI 

process was repeated several times in an effort to remove 

gases adsorbed to the walls of the system. 

The electronic system should be turned on at least 

ten minutes before operation to allow troper twarmup. 

With the infrared light source on, the infrared-active 
as is slowly introduced into the system. At a pressure 

of one atmosphere in the cell, the pressures on either 

side of the aluminum diaphragm in the cell are equalized, 

and with gain and bandwidth controls at, say, mid-scale, 

a signal should be detectable by the vacuum tube volt- 

meter. The light source can then be carefully aligned to 

give a maximum signal. The iris diaphragm through which 

the light beam passes should be adjusted for maximum 

signal. This is usually at a diameter of about 15 milli- 

meters. 
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text the oscilloscope12 IS set to a sweer rate of 

about 1OC. microseconds per Inch and the sweep selector 

switch set to ttdriven sweep". With the time base switch 

on the spectrophono set at "lOO/iseconds", the "sync. 

Eain" control is adjusted to Elve single steady trace. 

The marker pips at loo microsecond intervals are con- 

veniently adjusted to correspond to the heavy lines (one- 

inch spacing) on the End in rront of the trace. Each 

small division on this grid then represents ten micro- 

seconds. If the horizontal positioning control on the 

oscilloscope is turned far enouEh to the riEht, the end 
of the trace can be seen. .3inee only relativo time 

intervals are beIne determined, any point on the scale 

could be taken as zero. However, the convention which was 

adopted is to consider the first marker pip after the 

start of the sweep as 100 microseconds and to count 

accordinE;ly from left to right across the scale. 

With the one atmosphere of active as in the cell, 

the taller pip formed from the microphone sina1 can be 

found on the scale. The Eain and bandwidth controls should 

then be adjusted to give maximum stability of this pip. 

Then these controls should not be reset for the duration 

of a group of measurements. 

12 Dumont Type 304, manufactured by Allen E. Dumont 
Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, New Jersey. 
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To carry out a measurement at a reduced pressure of 

active gas, the system is evacuated to the desired partial 

pressure, the pressure determined with one of the 

manometers, and the inactive gas introduced until a total 

pressure of one atmosphere is again reached. The stopcock 

on the cell should then be closed. The position of the 

sçectrophone pip on the time base is noted and the system 

again evacuated. The entire process, including the 

measurement at one atmosphere of active gas, is repeated, 

determinations at different reduced partial pressures being 

made each time. The repeated check on the position of the 

pip with an atmosphere of active gas in the cell provides 

an excellent indication of the reproducibility of the 

measurement s. 

The composition of the gases used is summarized in 

Table II. This information was obtained from the supplier 

indicated. The gases from the cylinders were passed 

through the dry ice--acetone traps in order to remove 

most of the moisture. 
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TABLE II 
COÎ.&PO31TION OF GASES USE!) 

Q_ Coniposition 3upplier 

CO2 co2 99.956 The iatheson Co., 
one Dry" 1120 0.044 Carlstadt, New Jersey 

N2 2 < 0,5 National Cylinder Gas 
(oil Pumped) 1120< 0.03 ; by wt. Co., Portland, OreEon 

CO Typi 
CO 
CO2 
H2 
N2 
Sat. 

cal analysis: The 1atheson Co. 
(- (i 
_Jt_j. f; 

0.36 % 
0.97 
1.0 5 

Hydro- 
carbons 0.8 

A 99.9 The Hatheson Co. 
Chief imp.: N2 
H2< 0.002 
02<0.002 % 

N20 N20 98 $ Ohio Chemical actfic 
U.S.P. Chief imp.: N2 Co., Fortland, OreEon 
(snhydrous) 
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THEORY 

Ideally the vibrational lifetime of an Infrared- 

active molecule would be determined In the spectrophone 

by measurinE the relaxation tinie of the as as a function 

of its pres3ure. However, in this work it was found 

desirable to maintain the total pressure at one atrnos- 

phere by dilutinE the gas beine studied with an infrared- 

inactive as such as nItroEen or arEon. This procedure 

was also adopted by lohodskaya (39). In this case 

collisions of a vibrationally excited molecule both with 

molecules of its own species and with molecules of the 

dilutinE E3 must be considered. 

The gaseous system will then be assumed to be coin- 

posed entirely of two molecular species, denoted by A and 

B. If type A is infrared-active and type B is infrared- 

inactive, upon radiation of the system with infrared liEht 

of proper wavelenEth, some of the infrared-active molecules, 

A, will be excited to h1her vibrational energy levels. 
This process can be represented by the equation 

A+hv' 

NelectinE the possibility of re-radiation of the liEht 

quantum, the molecule, A, can lose its vibrational 

excitation by means of inelastic collisions with either A 

or E, resulting in an increase In translational kinetic 
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enerfjy. That is, 

+ A -* 2A + ox' A + E A B + Etran13. 

The average lifetime, A*A, of A with respect to col- 

lisions with molecules of type A can be represented by 

the expression 

i 
C 

A*A A*A 

ZA*A is the number of collisions which an excited mole- 

cule .A* makes with type A molecules in one second, and 

PA*A is the probability that such a collision be in- 

elastic. 3imilarly, for collisions of A with type B 

molecules, 

i 
. 

ZA*B PA*B 

The effective rate of the deexcitation process is then 

__I__= i + 3. 

oz 

13 The relaxation process is further complicated if B is 
a molecule having internal decrees of freedom. In 
this case collisions which result in vibrational exci- 
tation of E, i.e., 

+ E A + B* 4. h (zIA V"B)trans. 

as weil as those for the deexcitation of B4, must be 
considered (see Appendix u). 



or, 

and 

AA L AB 
A*A + Z- AE 

i 

¿A*A PA.*A + IA*E 

The values of the 's for the two processes can be cal- 

culnted on the basis of collision theory and are Elven by 

and 

;:j 41rflA 0A2'ViThT 

* lrnr 
(O 

; * 

Here n and n are the number respectively of molecules 

of A and B per cubic centimeter, O and O their 

iíA M 
no1ecular diameters, and /t their reduced mass, " 

A 1B 
The n's can be related to the partial pressures of each 

type by the ideal as law. Thus, 

PA*A * KA PA and A4B PA*B * KB PB 

whe r e 

LA * f 'p'r12 
[T PA*A N 

and 

KB 
(oA f °B 2 IA*B 

- 

2 J Yir).i 

RT 



Then, 

i& PA + KL PB 
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Or, in the event the total pressure of the system is kept 

constant at, say, one atmosphere, then PA + PB 1, and 

c i 

KA Pí hF(l - PA) 

(KA - Kß) PA + KB 

Hence if i/ is plotted aainst the partial iressure of 

the infrared-active sas, PA, a straight line should. result 
having a slope of KA - KB and an intercept on the i/ 

axis equal to KB. 

However, in the spectrophone only relative values 

of 'Z- cari be determined. That is, the experimentally 

determined value, Tex T + where is a 

constant representing the effective phase shift inherent 

in the apparatus. Thus, before a plot of l/'( versus 

can be made, 
:- 

must be determined. 

If KB« KA, and in the region where l>pA> 

ex Cr0 KAPA Eìo that if ex is r:lotted against 

1/pA and an extrapolation made to 1/pA O, the intercept 
of the curve on the tex axis should be equal to 

Then this value can be subtracted from each value of ex 

to give the corresponding value of . The plot of l/T 



versus can then be made and the values of KA and KB 

determined from the resultthE slope and intercept. 

In determining ¶ by Derformin the above extrapo- 

lation, it is assumed that the relaxation times are 

necessarily zero at infinite pressures. 3ince above 

PA i only the pure ras, A, is involved, the slope of 

the versus 1/PA curve in this reElon is 1/KA. iow 

for the case just considered where KbKA, and in the 

region where i>pA»O, the slope of the Tex versus 1/PA 

curve is also 1/KA. Therefore, in this case the curve 

does not change slope at A and the use of this 

e'ctrapolation for determining T0 is justified. 

As shown in Appendix II the linear dependence of 

i/T on A holds strictly only in the event the infrared- 

inactive gas, B, has no internal degrees of freedom, i.e., 
is monatomic. If B has internai degrees of freedom which 

can he excited by collisions with A, then PA quadratic 

in i/v. Furthermore, if B has a vibrational frequency 

sufficiently close to the frequency of the mode of vibra- 

tion being excited in A, a condition of resonance exists 

and the system has two distinct relaxation times. 
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RES ULTS 

The experimental data are tabul&ted in Tablee III 

through VI. The actual time shifts doterinined by the 
spectrophone are denoted by Tex, and are plotted as a 

function of PA Fiures 16 17. All of these data 

:ere taken using cell iodel III. The sharp rises in the 

curves with decreasing partial pressure of infrared- 

active gas is in line with the theory developed on paes 
47-48 for the case where K> i. In the two curves for 

carbon dioxide shown in Figure 16, ex decreases slightly 

with decreasing A the region of higher values of 

In this roion the theory would predict a slightly 

negative slope, unless of course KA< KB. Since the sharp 

rise in T'0 Et low values of PA indicates definitely 
that KA»B, the slightly positive slope at higher 

pressures must be attributed to other phase shifts '.hich 

take place in the cell with changing composition of the 

gas mixture. 

Some earlier data obtained for carbon dioxide-- 
argon mixtures using Cell II showed a definite decrease 

in with decreasing A In an attempt to explain 

this, several processes were considered which might result 

in phase shifts in the cell besides those due to the 

relaxation of the gas molecules. 



TABLE III 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA, 002 - A 

p '/PA Tex 'z_o £exC T 
(atm.) (atxn1) Ç/.&sec.) Ç/Lec.) 94se0.) (psec.) x lcr3) 

0.320 3.13 175 145 30 5 200 

O.07 J_2.g 175 125 50 25 40 

0.022 44.7 210 115 95 70 14.3 

0.015 66.0 210 110 100 75 13.3 

0.0036 117 250 110 140 115 

0.024 42.2 210 115 95 70 14.3 

0.0070 143 235 110 125 100 10.0 

0.045 22.4 lO 120 60 35 2c3.6 

0.196 5.1 175 140 35 lO 100 

0.0060 165 235 110 125 100 10.0 

& 



EXPERIMENTAL DATA, CO2 -N2 

p A 
1/PA T ex C.0 - -7 ¿ox C 

(atm.) (atr&-) seo.) (/Lsec.) /1sec.) (psec.) 

0.020 50.6 265 170 95 130 
0.216 4.6 195 130 65 100 

0.016 63.2 295 170 125 160 

0.0105 95 370 170 200 235 

0.0059 169 390 170 220 255 
0.054 1'.5 205 165 40 75 
0.354 2.8 200 155 45 80 

0.029 34.5 240 165 75 110 

0.050 20.0 220 165 55 90 

0.567 1.76 190 155 35 70 
0.288 3.47 195 135 60 95 
0.216 4.63 190 130 60 95 
0.128 7.83 185 150 35 70 

0.053 19.0 205 165 40 75 
0.070 14.3 190 160 30 65 

(secx io-a) 

7.7 
10 
6.25 
4.25 

3.9 
13.3 
12.5 
9.]. 

11 
14.3 
10 5 
10.5 
14.3 
13.3 
15.4 

H 



TABLE V 

EXPERIM;NTAL DATA, CO - A 

1/PA 
ex lÇt 

(atm.) (atmSL) [Lsec.) Çsec.) (pseo.) frLsec.) (se& x 1cr31 

0.354 2.82 205 140 65 92 10.9 

0.194 5.17 245 95 150 177 5.65 

0.092 10.9 275 85 190 217 4.6 

0.054 18.5 310 90 220 247 4.0 

0.035 28.7 350 90 260 287 3.5 

0.018 56.3 380 90 290 317 3.15 

0.140 7.17 260 85 175 202 4.95 

0.0079 127 285 95 190 217 4.6 

0.076 13.2 310 85 225 252 40 



TABI VI 

EXPERINTAL DATA, CO - N2 

1/pp 2' 
(atm.) (atm1) sec.) ¶,,usec.) sec.) seo.) (sec'x_1C7Ti2 

0.320 3.33 185 170 15 32 31.3 

0.089 11.3 320 170 150 167 6.0 

0.055 18.1 410 170 240 25'? 3.9 

0.025 40.0 560 170 390 407 2.45 

0.033 76.0 635 170 465 482 2.1 

0.320 8.35 275 170 105 123 8.1 

0.224 4.47 235 170 65 82 12.2 

il 
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At high va1us of' p esßentially all of the infra- 

red 1iht is absorbed in a very thin layer of as mole- 

culo9 just inside the potassium bromide window. The 

pressure wave produced has then to travel the lenEth o 

the cell to the aluminum-foil diaphrani before a sirna]. 

can be produced by the microphone. On the other hand, in 

the limit as PA approaches zero, the liEht fills the whole 

length of the cell and the pressure increases simul- 

taneously throuEhout the cell, reaultinE in no transit 

time for the sound wave. In this case then the phase 

shift in the cell (aside from those due to the relaxation 

phenomena in the Eas) would appear to depend on both the 

effective absorption coefficient of the infrared-active 

as and the velocity of sound. Of course the velocity of 

sound is a function of the average molecular weicht of the 

as mixture and its average heat capacity. 

If it is assumed that the liht absorption follows 

Beer's law, that the raodulated infrared lieht beam has 

sinusoidal wave form, and further, that plane waves are 

moving down the as chamber, the equation EoverninE the 

propagation of sound in the chamber is 

_c2LAePAXcost. 
t2 x2 
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Here is the average displacement of a as molecule 

froii its position, x, measured dov;n the axis of the 

cylinder from the inside surface of the salt window; e 

is the velocity of sound; the infrared absorption 

coefficient of the as whose partial pressure is 

is equal to 2'W times the frequency of modulation of the 

infrared i i'ht. 

The solution of this equation as obtained by 

Courant and Hubert (,vol. l,p.338) contains no terms 

in sin (.4) t; and, therefore no phase shift at 600 cycles 

per second is indicated. 3ince the method of detecting 

phase shift used here depends only on the 600 cycle 

component of the BiEnal produced by the microphone, 

other frequencies can be disregarded. On the basis of 

this analysis it was concluded that changes in the infra- 

red absorption profile do not produce phase shifts in 

the cell. 

However, in the above argument the effect of sound 

absorption by the gas has been neglected. If this is 

considered, the equation above will contain an additional 

term of the form The solution of the equation 

in this form (see 'paendix I) contains a terni in 

cos(t -#), where the phase shift, is given by 

i 
tan 

rrc2 _2 
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Here nc eauals 21Y times the resonant frequency of the 

celi; therefore is dependent on the velocity of souì'., 

and hence on tle composition of the as mixture. It is 

not, however, dependent on the infrared absorption 

coefficient of the active Eas. 

&1thou.h lt wes not tuned to resonance in these 

experiments, Cell II had been deslned so that it could 

be made to resonate at 6CC cycles. Therefore, it was 

decided that a determination of the actual resonant fre- 

quency of the eas chamber of this cell would be of value. 

For this purpose a headphone driven with an audio oscil- 

lator was clamped to the salt window. The output of the 

oscillator was also used to sweep the oscilloscope. The 

outut of the microphone reamplif 1er was then applied to 

the vertical input of the oscilloscope and the resulting 

Lissajous patte.ns observed as the frequency was varied. 

'.ith air in the cell a resonance was found at 

approximately 595 cycles per second. However, since the 

resonant frequency is dependent on the velocity of sound, 

cIianes in the as composition result in changes in the 

resonant frequency, and, hence, in phase shifts In the 

cell. then the resonant frequency of the celi is near 

the frequency of modulation of the infrared light, these 

phase shifts become very large. 
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From the above ex1erirnerìt it ws concluded that the 

oLeration of the spectrophone celi as a Helrnholtz resona- 

tor, while helpful for increasing signal strength, is 

undo8irable when phase relationships are of interest. 

In a celi such as iodel III whose resonant frs- 

quency is far from 600 cycles per second, the effect of 
chances in the velocity of sound on the phase shift becomes 

much smaller. The spectrophone was modified so that an 

exterimental investiEation of this effect could be per- 

formed. 

l'ho headphone was clamped onto the salt window 

through which the infrared liFht beam normally enters the 

cell. 'Ihe phototube amplifier was disconnected from the 

msîn erectrophone chassis nd an audio oscillator was 

connected to both the headphone and the grid of the tube 

V16. The frequency of the audio oscillator was adjusted 

to 600 cycles er second by observing the 10:1 Lissajous 

fiFLure produced on an oscilloscope swept with a 60 cycle 

line signal. he spectrophone was then operated in the 

usual manner, the sound produced by the headphone con- 

ititutin a synthetic epectrophone signal. In this way 

the variations in the time-lar in the cell, were 

determined as a function of for the as mixtures 

studied previously. These are shown in Firure 18, and are 

taken as blanls for the curves shown in FiEures 16 and 17. 
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The subtraction of each blank curve in Figure 18 from the 

corresponding curve in Figure 16 or 17 yields a curve 

wblch should represent the true dependence of the rela- 
tive lifetime of vibrational excitation on the partial 
pressure of the infrared-active .s. 

It is aiparent in Figure 18 that C constant 

in aixtree of carbon monoxide and nitrogen, Now since 

this is the only pair of' gases studied in which the 

velocity of sound Is independent o the composition ratio 

(since carbon monoxide and nitrogen have identic1 mole- 

cular weights and heat capacities) , it seems reasonb1e 

that the variation in with composition shown in 

Figure 18 for the other gas mixtures is due to changes in 

the velocity of sound. This is probably due to resonance 

phenomena in the cell. 
in the work of lobodskaya no mention was made of 

phase shifts due to changes in the velocity of sound with 

composition, and so presumably this effect was not con- 

sidered. It is perhaps significant that Slobodskaya 

reports no data for partial Pressures of carbon dioxide 

reater than 0.17 atmospheres. ;.ith .. 11 of the data con- 

fined to partial pressures below this value, the minima 

shown In Figure 16 could easily have teen overlooked. 

After the have been corrected by subtraction 

of the corresponding values of T0 for ti-ie instrument 
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nust be determined for each Eas mixture. Ihis is done by 

the method discussed on pare 48. The absolute relaxation 

times should then be Elven by 

C ex - Cc - o 

An estimate of the precision with which 
G1 

can be 

determined can be niade by considerinE the sources of error 

in the measurements of and The error in 

ex is certainly less than 10 microseconds, except 

possibly at very low values of A (below about 0.02 atmos- 

pheres), where the reduced 31mal strenEth results in a 

poorer siEnal-to-noise ratio and hence less stability. 

0f course in the determination of this effect is absent 

and the principal error results from frequency drift in 

the test oscillator. The error in is less than + 5 

microseconds. The uncertainty in the choice of T is 

fairly h1h, a1thouh rohably still no greater than 

10 microseconds. 

hus far in this discussion it has been sesumed 

that the timo, '2' , determined by the spectrophone measure- 

mente, corresponds to the relaxation time for as in the 

cell. However, as 3tepanov and Girth have pointed out 

(40) , this is true only when T is small compared to the 
period of modulation of the liEht excitation (in these 

experiments 1667 microseconds), Their calculations 
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show tha.t larEe errors result when t is Ereater than 

atout one-fourth of the period of the liEht modulation. 

The result of' this effect is to make the measured value 

of smaller than the true value by an amount which in- 

creases with 1ncreasin . In Eeneral in this work the 

measured values of are less than one-fourth of the 

reriod of the lieht modulation, and therefore, the error 

introduced by this effect is small. 

From these consideratIons an upper limit to the 

error in Z. can be estinted at 15 microseconds. 3uch 

an error is small in the reElon where T is several 

hundred microseconds. However, -.. t hither values of 

where becomes small, this error can amount to several 

hundred percent. 

.1ots of i/ versus A for the 
various pairs of 

eases studied re shown in FlEure 19 alonE with a plot of 

the data reported by 3lohodskaya (39) for carbon dioxide-- 

air mixtures (4.3 micron band of CO2). From the slopes 

and intercepts of these curves, KA and KB are determined 

a outlined on pace 46. The results of these calcula- 

tions are shown in Table VII. Values of KA and K cal- 

culated from lobodskaya's data for carbon dioxide--air 

mixtures are shown for comparison. In his ork a mono- 

chromatic infrared liEht source was used, so that values 

of the vibrational lifetimes for each absorption band 
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TiLE VII 

LTS 

collision proba- 
t, 

A 
V- 

'1B 
lifetime cross- bility of 

gas 
mixture ($ec.1atm.1) (seo.'atm.1) 

at i atan. 
(sec.) 

secion 

(. ) 

inel2suic 
collision 

CC-A 4.9x105 2x106 12x1-4 5.7x1Cr5 

- 

5 x iO3 2 x i- 12 x 10 x 

CO-N2 1.8x105 5.6x106 4.4x].Cr4 2.1x105 

3x103 3,3x1-4 6,4x].06 4,3x1-7 

Cft - air'5 1.4 X 10 ? x io-6 x i-4 1.6 x 
(4.3 band) 

1x103 1Ox10 6 2.2x10 1.5x107 

Co-A 1.6x104 6.2xlcr5 3.lx]1r5 2.lxi(f6 

3.5x103 2.9x104 7.4x1cr 6.7xlcT7 

CO-N2 54x104 1.9x1(r5 10x1-5 6.9xlCr6 

1x103 iOxlCr4 1.9x1(T6 1,6x1T7 

14 The values of molecular dianieters used are those based on as viscosity measurements (27,p.177). 

Calculated frOEn Slobodskaya's data (39). 



could be reported. On the other hand, in this work the 

1.tE'ht source was not monochroniatic, and therefore, the 

effect measured is some combination of the effects of the 

different modes o' vibration of the carbon dioxide mole- 

cule. The relative contribution of the various bands is 

deîendent on t.he magnitude of their absorption coeffi- 

cients as well as on the relative intensity of the 1iht 

source in these different regions of the spectrum, 

Eecause of these factors, the relaxation time for 

carbon dioxide, as measured in this work, is believed to 

be due primarily to the effect of the 4.3 micron band. 

The absorption coefficient for this band is much larger 

than those for either of the other two absorption bands 

of carbon dioxide. Also, in this region of the spectrum 

the carbon arc liht source is much more intense (35), 

The values of KA and XE shown in Table VII are 

proportional to the rate constants k1 and k2, respec- 

tively (see Appendix II), for the gas mixtures in which 

argon is used as the diluting sas. For these mixtures 

the theory outlined on pages 44 through 48 is adequate. 

Therefore for these n.ixtures KA retresents the number of 

collisions per second at one atmosphere pressure in which 

a vthrationally excited molecule A* loses its excess 

vibrational energj as a result of inelastic collisions 
with itS own molecular species, A. KB is a similar 
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frequency for inelastic collisions of A with molecules 

of type E. The reciprocal of K is the averae lifetime 

of the excited vibrational state in molecules of type A 
at one atmosphere pressure. From the values of KA and 

KL corresponding values of the lifetime at one atmosphere 

pressure, the collision cross-section, and the proba- 

Lility of an inelastic collision are calcul.ted. 

For the two mixtures studied in which nitroeri was 

used as the dilutin, sas, the values of KA and K shown 

in Table VII depend on the rate constants for the reac- 

tions involved in the excitation and deexcitation of 

nitroEen (B*) as well as on k1 and k2. 

As Schwartz, lawsky and Herzfeld (38) pointed 

out, the carbon monoxide--nitroEen mIxture is an example 

of tlnear resonance't since their fundamental vibrational 

frequencies are 2123,2 cn'.- and 2330.7 cm.1 respective- 

'y (hence, V'A V'E -87.5 cm.1). since in carbon 

dioxide it is primarily the band at 2349.3 cm.- that is 

beine excited, the near resonance transfer ca.n take place 

even more easily, since ifl this case j1 - jJE 18.6 cm;-. 

in 3lobodskaya's experiments air was used to 

dilute the carbon dioxide. since the fundamental vibra 

tional frequency of oxycn i 1554.7 crn.-, the resonance 

transfer would not be expected to take piace to any 

appreciable extent in the collision of a vibrationally 



excited carbon dioxide molecule with oxyen. Therefore, 

carbon dioxide--air mixtures miEht be exrected to behave 

somewhat differently than mixtures of carbon dioxide with 

pure nitrogen. However, from 'lable VII the lifetime of 

vibrational excitation in carbon dioxide at room temt'era- 

ture and atmospheric ìres3ure (determined in this work 

from 002-N2 mixtures) is 5.6 x lO seconds, and is in 

fairly rood aEreement with the value of 7 x 106 seconds 

(determined from CO2--air mixtures) reported by 1obod- 

skaya. Therefore, it appears that the effect of the 

oxyen in this mixture is not large. 

From the above discussion it is concluded that 

Slobodskaya's work is subject to some criticism due to 

his failure to consider the interaction of the vibra- 

tional de:rees of freedom of the nitroEen and oxygen in 

the air used to dilute the carbon dioxide. However, it 

appears that the effect of this interaction is only to 

alter the results by a factor of about three. 

For a more accurate determination of the vibra- 

tional lifetime, a monatomic as such as argon should be 

used to dilute the carbon dioxide. This was done in the 

present exerirnents, and a value of 2 x io6 seconds was 

obtained. Although this result is believed to be due 

predominantly to the effect of the 4.3 micron band, the 

possibility of interaction of the other vibrational 
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decrees of freedom can not be completely excluded. 

For carbon monoxide a vibrational lifetime of 

6,2 x i- seconds was obtained. This value was calcu- 

lated from the results of spectrophone measurements on 

carbon monoxide--argon mixtures, since in carbon monox- 

ide there is but one modo of vibration to receive exci- 

tation, and, since arEon was used as the inactive ras, 
this value is considered to be quite reliable. 

A value of 1.9 x 1O seconds for the vibrational 
lifetime of carbon monoxide determined from carbon 

monoxide--nitroEen mixtures, indicates that nitroEen i 

approximately three times as effective as arson in 

d ice ipat thE vibrational exc itat ion in carbon monoxide. 

This can be attributed to the ability of nitrogen to take 

up energy in its internal deErees of freedom. 
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CONCLUS IONS 

The lifetime of the excIted vibrational state in 

carbon monoxide at room temperature and atmospheric pres- 

sure has been measured by the spectrophone method, and a 

value of 6.2 x seconds has been found. Additional 

data obtained here for carbon dioxide have been compared 

with the work of Slobodskaya. 

An extrossion was derived for the effective relaxa- 

tion time of a two-component gas mixture in terms of the 

rate constants for the various possible collision 

processes. This shows that the nature of the infrared- 

inactive gas used to dilute the gas being studied has a 

very definite effect on the lifetime of vibrational exci- 
tation. This effect was demonstrated by carrying out 

experiments with carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in 

mixtures both with argon and with nitrogen. 

A discussion of the excerimental difficulties in- 

volved in the spectroohone method of relaxation time 

measurement is presented. Several additional experiments 

and refinements in the apparatus are no suggested for 

future work. 

1. iodification of the spectrophone cell so that 
it can be used at reduced Pressures is desirable. If this 

were done, relaxation time measurements could be made on 
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pure cases without dilution, reu1tth in simplification 

of the analysis of the results. 

2. For the study of niore complex gaseous systems, 

the addltion of a monochromatic infrared liíht source or 

a suitable filter combination. is indicated. This would 

make possible the separation of the effect of various 

modes of vibration in a polyatomic molecule . It would 

also allow the study of a mixture of two infrared-active 

eaSeS by excitinE. each gas in turn, thus yielding more 

information concerning the collision processes taking 

place. 

3. Finally, the theoretical treatments of relaxa- 

tion phenomena which have thus far been developed (prin- 

cipally that of Bchwartz, Slawaky and Herzfeld) are far 

from satisfactory. Difficulty has been encountered in 

obtaining even order-of-magnitude agreement between the 

results of theory and those of existing experiments. 

Thus, further development and refinement of the theöry 

of vibrational relaxation n gases is definitely needed. 
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APPENDIX I 

Courant and Hubert consider the wave equation 

including a forcing function, but neglecting the damping 

term. They write the complete solution for the equation 

¿2 
f(x) cosct (I-l) 

in the form 

- CO S t 5j 
1flX dx 

+ sin nx (a sin nt + b cos nt). (I-2) 
n*l 

However, the form of the sound equation which i 
of tarticular interest here is 

+ ___ - c ___ _PAX 
_____ ____ _____ A e coscJt. (I-3) 

f èt x2 

Lo find the solution of this equation, the riht hand side 
is expanded at time t in terms of sin nx; thus, 



A*] 
IL?J 

Ir 

(x,t) Q(t) sin nx, 1(t) -4- Çc(x,t)sin nxdx, 

where (x,t) e_PA cosce t. similarly, the desired 

solution is expanded in the form, 

(x,t) q(t) sin nx, q(t) 4S(x,t)sin mdx. 

ubstitution into the original differential equation 

yields the infinito set of ordinary differential equations 

+ ,,gq + n2c2q (t). (I-4) 

For the particular forcin function used here, 

Q(t) E cos t, where f Se PAXsin nx dx, 

a constant. Now the general solution of (I-4) is 

eÌt/2(a cos net + b sin net) 

+ a particular integral. 

Assuming a particular integral of the form cos 

(cet -$), and substituting this into equation (I-4), 
-c4)2geos (tot -) -c4.gsin (cet -) 
+ n2c2gcos (tat -) * LCosCOs (Ct)t -') 
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-Bsinsin (t -). 
iquatin coefficients of cas (t _) and sin (cot 

g(n2c2 2) 
B eos, 

and, therefore, 

B sin, 

tan C4.) 

) 
(I-5) n nc2-W'- 

The complete solution is then, 

(x,t) {e_t/2(cos net + basin net) 

+ E(cosc)t +)J sin nx. 
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APPENDIX II 

If a gaseous system i composed entirely of' two 

species of' diatomic molecules denoted by A and E, the 

followinF set of equations can be written for the colli- 

sion processes which can take place between the nolecules 

A and B in the around state and A and E in the first 

level of vibration.l excitation: 

+ A > 2 A + (hiJA), 

+ B 
k2 

A + B + (hVA), 

+ E - k + B* + (hiJA) - (hilE), 

E+A 
k 
5 

ITere the T;rentheses indicate that the enery enclosed is 

in the form of translational kinetic energy, and the k's 

are the rate constants for the collision processes 

indicated. Now let EA and EB represent the vibrational 

energy of A and E respectively. Then, 



and 

(h1)) {k1AA* + k2A*B - k1A2 - k2AB 

+ k3A*B - k3ABJ 

- (h1)) {k5EB* + k4AI3* - k5B2 - 

+ k34B4 -k3AEJ 

It can be shown that the substitutions 

A3' - A - EA(T) 

- E:; « - Eb(T) 

t)! 

can be made. A(T) ar E(T) are the equilibrium ener- 

ies (vibrational) of A and E resçectively at temerature, 
T. Now let E - ¡A(T) x, and - EB(T) y. 'then, 

- (hIJA)(klA + k2B + k3B)x - (hV'A)k3Ay 

- (hlí)(k5B + k4A + k3.&)y - (hlJB)k3Ex. dt L 

Ithese can te written 

Now, 

i..'-+ 
-N 

-E 
= o, 



and, 

i 

2 

In the above expression, the followinE substitutions 

have been made: 

M (hi/A) [k1A + (k2 + k3)BI 

N (hlJA)k3A, 

i: (hlJb)k3B, 

and, . (h VB) f 
k5B + (k. + k3)A} 

Now several s;ecial cases will be considered. 

Case I, B O. 

Then, -t- (hiJ4)k1A. 

Case II, A O. 

Then, (h-i/B)k5B. 

Case III, k3 k4 k5 O. 

Then, -. (hv'A)(klA + k2B). 


